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We started #SEOWeek four years ago as an ode to 
our unofficial mascot, Albert Einstein. 

Eintstein’s birthday falls on Pi Day, or March 14 each 
year. 

We celebrate Einstein’s never-ending search for 
answers with our own week dedicated to search. 

Enjoy and welcome to #SEOWeek 4.0!

ABOUT #SEOWEEK
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DECODING WHAT MAKES PEOPLE CLICK

PAID SEARCH | SEO | DISPLAY 
PAID SOCIAL | AMAZON | MARTECH



ABOUT NETELIXIR
OUR TEAM: 120+ fanatically 
analytical search marketers, 
operating in three countries.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS: Google 
Premier Partner, Bing Select 
Agency, & UPS Exclusive Partner.

OUR VALUE:  We help you own the 
search bar with our high touch, high 
tech approach to online customer 
acquisition. 



THE WORD AUDIT
CAN BE SCARY 

TO HEAR



Don’t be scared! Audits help tremendously in a 
few areas: 

• You need to understand how Google sees your 
site if you want any chance at improving 
indexing.

• You want to make sure the right content is 
being indexed.

• Identifying red flags early can make you more 
money – and save you from costly errors.

• They help your team revisit old content that 
may spark new ideas.

WHY YOU 
SHOULD 

EMBRACE THE 
AUDIT



BUT ISN’T THAT WHY WE HAVE 
DEVELOPERS?



GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR 
TECHNICAL SEO AUDIT



Google’s Index is a massive database of all the 
websites and pages that have been crawled. 

But not all pages get indexed – sometimes by your 
choice, and sometimes by Google’s choice. 

Once a page is indexed, Google can apply its 
algorithms to determine a page’s rank for a 
particular keyword (many times on the fly!)

THE INDEX 
EXPLAINED



• Understanding what is being indexed will help 
you understand what parts of the website the 
bots find valuable.

• An audit will help you learn whether the crawl 
and indexing are being done correctly.

• Many times, pages make it to the index that 
never should!

• How authority is being dispersed across your 
site based on a ratio of valuable pages to non 
valuable pages.

STARTING YOUR 
AUDIT WITH THE 

INDEX ITSELF



There are two primary places to check which 
pages of yours are being indexed: 

• Public: Doing an site:yourdomain.com search.

• Private: Using Google Search Console (or 
Bing!)

WHERE TO LOOK



DOING A 
SITE:SEARCH YIELDS 

INSTANT INFO



• Is there a disparity between the number of pages 
indexed and the number of pages on your site? 

• Are too many pages indexed? Check duplicates.

• Are there too few pages indexed? Check 
indexability.

• Does anything look out of place?

WHERE TO LOOK



• Home Page (If not, there’s a MAJOR issue!)
• Category Pages
• Product Pages (should match your SKUs)
• Information Pages (Blogs, FAQs, Resources, etc.)
• Optional: Other media, like PDFs 
• Optional: Subdomains or landing pages
• Optional: Archive pages (for some sites)

WHAT SHOULD BE 
INDEXED



• Dynamic URLs or Paremeters (think ?id=1234)
• Filtered URLs (think ?size=large&color=blue)
• Tracking URLs (think source=“facebook”)
• Backend or customer login pages
• Site search results
• Low value pages
• Duplicate pages
• Checkout/confirmation pages
• Optional: Standalone images/media attachments

RED FLAGS:



RED FLAGS



• site: Show only indexed pages from this domain
• inurl: Find only links with specific words in the URL
• -keyword (minus + word): urls without a specific 

word
• filetype: Filter for specific filetypes, like PDFs
• * : wild card
• $ : price

Combine these for interesting results!

SIDE NOTE:
HELPFUL SEARCH 

OPERATORS WHEN 
AUDITING



SIDE NOTE:
HELPFUL SEARCH 

OPERATORS WHEN 
AUDITING



CRAWLING YOUR OWN SITE



Once you complete your audit of the index, its 
time to focus your attention on your own site. 

Plenty of free and paid tools including: 

CRAWLING YOUR 
OWN SITE



• You want to see how Google sees your site!
• Discover red flags
• Identify areas of improvement 
• Fill any technical gaps that may have been missed 

throughout development
• Match your findings to the index audit from earlier
• Optimize Your Crawl Budget!

WHY CRAWL?



• Google does not fully crawl every webpage, every 
time it crawls your website

• Google’s Index is only as accurate as the depth and 
recency of your site’s crawl

• You want to ensure the most important pages get 
crawled often – pages that add the most value

• You don’t want the crawler to spend time on things 
like broken links, redirect chains, duplicate content 
or other low value assets. 

CRAWL BUDGET 
EXPLAINED



HTML Tags & Meta Data

First, let’s focus on the basics. Next, make sure there 
are no duplicates or missing tags. Finally, check 
individual tags for the following:

• Page Titles: Length, Content Matches Page
• Meta Descriptions: Length, Persuasive Copy
• Headers: Right usage & hierarchy 
• Image Tags: Alt Text, Titles, Descriptive Copy

Note: Avoid keyword stuffing and “overoptimizing” –
they should use natural language and be readable.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A CRAWL



Response Codes

A response code signals what the browser sees when 
it tries to load your page. 

• 200s: Everything is good
• 300s: Redirects. Aim for 301s, avoid 302s. Update 

internal links to point directly to new URLs.
• 400s: Broken links – flag for redirections or remove 

links to these assets. 
• 500s: Server errors – speak to your development 

team and/or flag for redirects if needed. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A CRAWL



On-page Directives
These are specific instructions for crawlers to help 
them understand what to do with a page. 

• Noindex: These pages are suppressed from index
• Canonical: Identifies the “master page” that should 

be indexed when duplicates exist.
• Nofollow: Tells crawler not to follow any links on the 

page (not the same as a noindex!)
• Robots.txt: A separate file that gives specific 

crawling instructions. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A CRAWL



• Use a noindex tag on all pages that should be 
suppressed from the index. 

• Especially useful on thank you pages, pages in 
development, and campaign pages (i.e. social only)

• Use as a failsafe in case robots.txt fails to block
• Should be built in the template for any logged in 

pages or private page

NOINDEX



• Use the rel=“canonical” tag on all possible   
duplicate pages

• The tag should identify the “master” page in the 
code

• Helpful for archives, similar pages, tracking URLs,  
dynamic URLs other areas that might trigger 
duplicate content

Example: Add this to the master and all similar pages:

<link rel="canonical" href="https://example.com/dresses/green-dresses" />

CANONICAL TAGS



• Use to remove link equity from flowing out of a page
• Can be implemented on the page level or for 

individual links
• Can be used with noindex to fully “hide” a pages 

impact from crawlers
• Helpful to use in situations like: 

– Paid links 
– Comment sections
– Affiliate links
– Links in widgets
– Login or private page links

• Example:  <a href=“/login.php" rel="nofollow">sign 
in</a>

NOFOLLOW



• A separate file that tells a crawler how to handle a 
site crawl. Usually the first thing the crawler will 
access. 

• Use to block entire sections or create crawl rules for 
your subdomain – for example, /members/ - to 
prevent the bot from crawling these pages at all. 

• Common uses include: 
– Blocking entire bots
– Block dynamic URLs
– Block filters (color, size, etc.)
– Block site search results
– Allow a certain page in an otherwise blocked folder
– Declare a sitemap
– Use to manually set a crawl delay

ROBOTS.TXT



Blocking pages can be confusing. Try to use these 
rules of thumb when deciding how to block a page: 

• Robots: “I don’t want the search engine to crawl my 
page at all.”

• Noindex: “I want Google to crawl the page, but 
keep it out of the index.”

• Password Protected: “This is private and I don’t 
want anyone accidentally (or purposefully) seeing 
this page!

However, you can use these elements together to 
improve your odds (think robots + password). 

NOTE ON 
BLOCKING PAGES



Secure vs. Insecure Content

Google has placed a lot of important on HTTPS 
protocol, especially for any sites that collect private 
information (wink wink – ecommerce!)

• Crawl to make sure all insecure content is being 
redirected to secure content

• Identify insecure assets on pages – like images or 
third party content. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A CRAWL 



You can use httpstatus.io to see how your site is 
resolving the 4 most common URLs: 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A CRAWL



TWO MORE SESSIONS:

Thursday
March 15 – 1:00PM EDT

Using Amazon to Fuel 
Organic Growth

Friday
March 16 – 1:00PM EDT

Advanced Tactics for 
Omnichannel Growth

Invite Your Colleagues: 
www.netelixir.com/webinar/



FREE TECHNICAL SEO AUDIT:
www.netelixir.com/contact/



QUESTIONS?
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